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Interstate Bridge Replacement Program
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Critical connection linking Oregon and 
Washington across the Columbia River

− Part of a vital regional, national, and 
international trade route

− The only movable bridge on I-5 between 
Canada and Mexico

− One span over 100 years old
− At risk for collapse in the event of a major 

earthquake
− $1.2 million in annual Operations and 

Maintenance (O&M) costs
− Capital maintenance is estimated to cost over 

$270 million by 2040
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Presentation Notes
Replacing the aging Interstate Bridge with a modern, seismically resilient, multimodal structure that improves mobility for people, goods, and services is a vital priority for the regionThe IBR program is working closely with local agencies, permitting agencies, state and local elected officials, tribal governments, community stakeholders, and the public to identify a multimodal bridge replacement solutionWidespread agreement that the six previously identified transportation problems still exist: congestion, safety, seismic resiliency, impaired freight movement, inadequate bike and pedestrian paths, limited public transportationReceived feedback from the community and agency partners that the program should prioritize equity and climate considerations when identifying solutionsCapital maintenance for existing bridges estimated to cost over $270 million by 2040:Includes southbound bridge painting, bridge deck replacement, electrical systems upgradesDoes not include seismic upgrades



Initiating IBR Efforts
▸ Bi-state Memorandum of Intent signed by Governors 

Brown and Inslee in November 2019

▸ Bi-state legislative committee oversight and guidance to 
shape program work

▸ ODOT and WSDOT are jointly leading the program work 
in collaboration with eight other bi-state partner 
agencies:
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− Oregon Metro
− SW WA Regional Transportation Council
− TriMet
− C-TRAN

− City of Portland
− City of Vancouver
− Port of Portland
− Port of Vancouver
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Presentation Notes
Replacing the aging Interstate Bridge with a modern, seismically resilient, multimodal structure that improves mobility for people, goods, and services is a vital priority for the regionIn November 2019, the governors of Oregon and Washington signed a Memorandum of Intent to restart the project, building on previous planning work$100 million in combined funding as been dedicated by both states as of December 2022The recently passed Move Ahead Washington revenue package allocates $1 billion to fund Washington’s share of the anticipated cost needed to complete the IBR programThe IBR program is working closely with local agencies, permitting agencies, state and local elected officials, tribal governments, community stakeholders and the public to identify a multimodal bridge replacement solution



Purpose and Need
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Community engagement efforts confirmed widespread agreement that the previously identified transportation problems in the program corridor still exist:Safety and vulnerability to incidentsImpaired freight movementGrowing travel demand and congestionSeismic vulnerability of the I-5 bridgeInadequate bicycle and pedestrian facilitiesLimited public transportation operation, connectivity, and reliabilityFederal guidance indicated substantive modifications to the previous Purpose and Need would likely require a significantly longer environmental processESG partners confirmed a shared desire to update and improve upon past work without restarting planning effortsIncludes a shared commitment to utilize existing Purpose and Need while embedding equity and climate throughout the program in actionable and measurable ways



Equity and Climate are Key Priorities
▸Maximize benefits and minimize 

burdens for equity priority 
communities

▸Center equity priority community 
engagement and feedback 

▸Support state climate goals of 
reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions and air quality 
improvements

▸ Improve infrastructure resilience to 
future climate disruptions
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Members of Advisory Groups on Bridge Tour
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Equity and climate considerations influence all program work including selection of screening criteria to evaluate design options, performance measures, design and construction specification, letters of agreement, and program commitmentsEquity-priority = Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC); people with disabilities; communities with limited English proficiency; persons with lower income; houseless individuals and families; immigrants and refugees; young people, and older adultsUsing equity and climate frameworks, these considerations will be addressed throughout design and construction in:Screening metrics and performance measuresletters of agreementdesign and construction specificationsprogram commitments (i.e., community enhancements and mitigations)
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Presentation Notes
How is the Modified Locally Preferred Alternative different from the previous project?North Portland Harbor Bridge replacementLight rail traveling on an elevated structure adjacent to I-5 in Vancouver, rather than track along city streetsConnections and ramps for Hayden Island partial interchangeFewer Park & Rides and stations for transitAddition of transit vehicle overnight facility at ExpoOne auxiliary lane in both directionsBus on Shoulder and Express Buses included



Program Schedule
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Program Area Map
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▸ Investments shown represent the areas being studied for potential impacts and benefits, 
but do not reflect a final decision about what will be built

Program area map is available at: www.interstatebridge.org/media/fnjho04j/mlpa-roll-plot-5-25-23.pdf
January 18, 2024

Oregon Washington

http://www.interstatebridge.org/media/fnjho04j/mlpa-roll-plot-5-25-23.pdf


www.interstatebridge.org

Thank you!
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